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Doctor of Clinical Psychology Program
The Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) degree prepares students with proven clinician and principal clinical investigators as they gain the skills to treat diverse and complex patient populations. Whether students plan to function as practitioners or work within a multidisciplinary treatment team, they will have the privilege of taking leadership roles in both the profession and the communities we serve.

Our Vision
To provide training to future psychologists using the latest scientific research to promote health, illness prevention, consultation, assessment, and the treatment of psychological and other health-related disorders.

Admission Requirements
- An undergraduate degree from an accredited institution
- An undergraduate GPA of 3.0 or above
- GRE scores are optional but not required
- Letters of recommendation from professors, current or previous employers, or others who know the applicant's work or academic performance

Real World Experience
Throughout the program, students gain diverse real-world supervised clinical experience at practicum placements throughout Northern California.

Hands-On Research
The culmination of academic work in the program, the dissertation is a collaboration between students and faculty to create an original contribution to the field of psychology.

Leadership in Health Professions
Third-year students participate in CNSU’s unique leadership in Health Professions series, learning side-by-side with students from the M.D., Pharm.D., and P.A. programs to become tomorrow’s healthcare leaders.

CNSU offers a unique educational experience aimed at accomplishing our mission of advancing the art and science of healthcare through education, service, scholarship, and social accountability. We are here to provide you with efficient and effective services, advice, and support during your academic career at CNSU. While CNSU does not accept federal loans, a number of competitive educational financing options are available. Some examples are provided below.

**SALLIE MAE**
- Smart Option Student Loan
- Parent Private Loan
- [No aggregate loan limit; co-signer can be removed]

**STUDENT LOAN FINANCE CORPORATION (SLFC)**
- Parent PLUS
- PLUS Loan
- Unsubsidized

Aggregated Loan Limit for Above Programs:
- SALLIE MAE aggregate loan limit for variable interest rate
- [Including unsubsidized for federal and private student loans]
- SALLIE MAE aggregate loan limit for fixed interest rate
- [Including unsubsidized for federal and private student loans]
- Co-signer can be removed

FEATURES OF PRIVATE LOANS:
- Low rates (variable based on the credit score)
- Most lenders have no fees (varies by lenders)
- Many lenders offer additional options to reduce total loan costs
- Repayment period: The loan repayment period varies by lender, it is six months after a grace period is available after graduation, drop below half-time, or upon withdrawal from a school.
- Loan repayment periods can range from 5 to 20 years.

SouthEast Bank: Edsouth PharmD
- 12% 120-in aggregate loan limit (including unsubsidized loans for Federal/State private student loans)
- [No cosigner release option]
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE INAUGURAL CLASS

- Museum Wilkes and Jessica Tron were awarded the McGovern research scholarship sponsored by the National Institute of Health (NIH).
- Brevin Fred was selected to serve on the panel of student club members for the CA chapter of the American Chemical Society (ACS) as the council's president.
- Matthew Zabl, Letizia Pizuro and Shermila Pai were awarded Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology by the American Academy of Neurology (AAN).
- All 25 students registered for UGAP 18 Step 2 passed the exam.

INNOVATIVE MEDICAL EDUCATION

- Integrated curriculum featuring biomolecular and clinical sciences, and applying ethics, professionalism, and wellness concepts.
- Symptom and case-based teaching using case of clinical presentations/legends to recognize current, sequential, network of facts and concepts in teaching.
- Structural and guided learning using case of clinical reasoning guides to develop knowledge, practice skills, and assess behaviors weekly.
- Practice-based training (supervised simulation and real-life settings for progressive mastery of knowledge, skills, and clinical reasoning).

FEATURED AFFILIATED HOSPITALS

- Kaiser Permanente of Northern California (Kaiser Foundation Hospitals and Permanente Medical Group) – 22 medical centers and medical offices in 12 service areas.
- Sutter Health – Sutter General Hospital
- Dignity Health – Saint Mary Hospital
- VGH General Hospital – VGH San Juan Medical Center
- Institute of Larrey health Care System

WE STRIVE TO:

- Create a legacy by providing an educational environment of excellence.
- Combine bestbusiness practices with innovative educational methodologies to achieve new levels of success in the preparation of tomorrow’s physicians.

STUDENT & FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS

- General Chemistry I and II with Lab
- Organic Chemistry with Lab
- General Biology I and II with Lab
- Psychology I and II
- Cell and Molecular Biology
- Microbiology
- Anatomy
- Pathology
- Statistics (AP score of 4+ accepted)
- Chemistry (AP score of 4+ accepted)
- Physics (AP score of 4+ accepted)
- Calculus (AP score of 4+ accepted)
- General Education Courses (12 semester hours)

CAI is located in a climate without an extreme" chinese climate. Please visit our website cnsu.edu/pharmacy for more information.

Programs Offered

- Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences – Biomedical Concentration
- Biomedical Concentration – Health Science Administration Concentration
- BS-PharmD Combined Programs (3+4)
- BS-PharmD Combined Programs (4+4)
- BS-PharmD Combined Programs (2+4)
- BS-PharmD Combined Programs (4+4)

Accelerated Pathways to Health Care Professionals Start Here!

- The BS-ADO and BS-PharmD Combined Programs allow four years to complete programs and four years to complete pharmacy degrees at College of Health Sciences.

The College of Health Sciences provides a holistic experience supporting students as they begin their journey to becoming physicians, pharmacists, and other healthcare professionals, and other healthcare administrators, and other healthcare professionals.